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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

New MTU Degree: Master’s
of Rhetoric in Science
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

In hopes of increasing the student population, Michigan Tech has added a new Master’s program to their
repertoire. It is an accelerated program, requiring but
two extra semesters at the University to complete. Response has been positive so far: “We have a great reaction from the student body. As when we adopted
the philosophy program, the majority of the enrollment
for this new program is female. Actually, our statistics
say that exactly 100% of the enrollees are female.
Since the whole name is such a mouthful, we’ve simply
abbreviated it to Mrs.”
The description posted on the University’s website
reads as follows: A Master’s of Rhetoric in Science involve combining the art of communicating effectively
and convincingly with the hard sciences of chemistry,
physics and biology. Learn to talk and write efficiently
with those in the science fields and help them translate
science to layman’s terms in their everyday life. Learn
the basics of the previously mentioned fields and apply them on a daily basis. Jobs are available across the
world in this exciting field!

A Wisconsin Love Story
by Chase Peterson ~ Daily Bull

While the rest of us were gearing up to come back to
school in early September many things were in the air:
anticipation, excitement, fear, the desire to run screaming away from family and to the middle of nowhere.
However just outside of Milwaukee in the bustling town
of Waukesha, there was something else in the air: love.
Now this wasn’t just any ordinary love, true believers
(if it was, we wouldn’t be writing about it, what do
you think this is? The Daily Mining Gazette?). This was
the truly touching story between a man and a couch.
The 47 year old in question first met the then recently
abandoned love seat a few weeks before in what
they both described as “a dark time in both our lives”.
Their courtship was quick and intense, culminating
in a passionate display in what officer Ryan Edwards
would later describe as “leaning over the couch facing
down.” The off duty police officer came across the
happy couple mid coitus and challenged the man, who
became frightened and ran away. Sources later cite
the man’s fear of the couch’s first boyfriend returning
to collect their bastard offspring, Otto.

This degree has two major components, no matter
what the student decides to focus on for further studies and research. The first is an interdisciplinary portion
where each student is matched with an engineering
student close to graduation. The Master’s students are
expected to spend extensive amounts of time honing

The man was quickly tracked down (thanks in part to
the large amount of genetic material left in the couch)
and detained at the hotel where he was employed.
When hotel management was questioned about their
decision to let the love seat lover go they went on record stating “We were very concerned by his behavior,
and seeing as how we have over 70 rooms here, each
with its own love seat, the choice was a clear one.”
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You know, we usually have to worry about
it being cold enough to play broomball...

“There are two ways of constructing a software
design; one way is to make it so simple that there
are obviously no deficiencies, and the other way is
to make it so complicated that there are no obvious
deficiencies. The first method is far more difficult.”
-- Sir Charles Antony Richard Hoare

...like group projects!
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The Steaming Pile - Straight from You-Know-Where!
Things You Shouldn’t Do While Playing Broomball
Receive a blowjob from your goalie
Molest the ref
Drop your pants
Lick the ice
Remove your helmet
Eat pussy
Use your other broomstick
Shave your pubic hairs
Use a baseball bat
Confuse your blue balls with a
broomball
Take a nap
Deepthroat your broom
A round of bridge
Flirt with the opposing team
Score in the goal (WINK WINK)
Switch the ball for a grenade
Kill the opposing team
Kick pass to US 41
Drop the bass
Heroin
Invent new rules

Grill burgers
Be La Maison
Wear snowshoes
Graffiti the boards
Break dance
Hemorrhage explosively
Break the new scoreboard OH WAIT
Re-enact cool runnings
Start a riot
Grind the rails
Spider-climb the nets
Two players, one broom
Riverdance
Order Domino’s
Try to pick up chicks
Smelt iron
Birth a baby (“CLEAR IT! CLEAR IT!
SHOOT, SHOOT!”)
Make a baby
Recite scripture
Tea bag the ball drop circle
Victory squat
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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their rhetoric with their partner, until they can essentially speak on behalf
of them, or convince the engineer to their point of view. The second portion involves an intense semester of labs and many hands-on projects as
directed by their engineer partner.
Many well-qualified professionals have relocated to Houghton to teach such
classes as Homemade Sucrose Reactions (CH350°), Shortcuts to Anatomy
and Physiology (BL6969), Forces of Neat-ure (PH5000), Personal Finance
Flexibility (FIN0000), and Keeping Things Alive (BL0218). The degree is customizable to each individual based upon their long term goals. “Well, I was
able to focus more on the biology side of this degree, since I was always
better with hands on labs and practicals than taking exams. I’m pretty sure
my lab partner would agree that I’ve been excelling. He says I blow his mind
every time we meet! We’ve been dating for like two weeks now. Luckily
we’ll both graduate at the same time, him with his big engineering job, and
me with my Mrs!”
As with many majors rooted in humanities, the lifelong career is always very
rewarding, despite the nearly non-existent salary. 99% of the Mrs graduates stay with their engineering partners. “Well, I apply all that I learned in
combination with their lifestyle, but since no one wants to hire me, my new
husband is the breadwinner for now. Luckily, since I took a few extra interpersonal communication classes, I’ve persuaded him into letting me spend
his bonus.”
University officials have said that female enrollment for the fall is expected to
quadruple with the new program. The Ratio is expected to shift to approximately 1:1. In other news, Marie Curie just turned over in her grave.
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The man was naturally heart broken
when detained and separated
from his lover. When asked if the
love seat would wait for him it just
stood there in silence. The man
seemed to cheer up noticeably
at his sentencing hearing when he
found out that he would have his
own cot.

It’s time for another installment of “Whose Eyes Are These?”
Send us your guesses!

THE STEERSEARCHER

ANAHEIM
DUCKS
BOSTON
BRUIN
BUFFALO
SABRES
CALGARY
FLAMES
CAROLINA
HURRICANES
CHICAGO
BLACKHAWKS
COLORADO
AVALANCHE
COLUMBUS
BLUE JACKETS
DALLAS
STARS
DETROIT RED
WINGS
EDMONTON
OILERS
FLORIDA PANTHERS
LOS ANGELES
KINGS
MINNESOTA
WILD

MONTREAL
CANADIENS
NASHVILLE
PREDATORS
NEW JERSEY
DEVILS

NEW YORK
ISLANDERS
NEW YORK
RANGERS
OTTAWA
SENATORS

PHILADELPHIA
FLYERS
PHOENIX
COYOTES
PITTSBURGH
PENGUINS

IT’S BACK! :D
Brought to you by Jeanine Chmielewski

SAN JOSE
SHARKS
ST LOUIS
BLUES
TAMPA BAY
LIGHTNING

TORONTO
MAPLE LEAFS
VANCOUVER
CANUCKS
WASHINGTON
CAPITALS

